
TOP SECRET MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION OF [SED] COMRADE LAMBERZ 
WITH THE CUBAN AMBASSADOR TO ETHIOPIA, COMRADE PEPE, ON MARCH 
1978 [BERLIN, MARCH 1978; BASED ON THE NOTES OF COMRADE GENERAL 
MAJOR JANICKE] 

Comrade Pepe's estimate of the situation: 
There is a good development in the East. There are still Somali troops in the area of Jijiga. 

Dire Dawa and Harer have been liberated. Currently concentration on Ethiopian side against Jijiga. 

Regular Somali troops are withdrawing to the border; intend to leave guerrilla fighters in 
Jijiga as bridgehead. The problem of the Ethiopian troops not taking any prisoners was discussed 
with Mengistu; it was Mengistu's concept to take prisoners but it had not yet achieved complete 
awareness among the troops. 

On the trip of the envoy ofUSA President Carter to Addis Ababa: 
The American desire to keep the trip secret was not accepted. USA were concerned that 

Ethiopia would break off diplomatic relations. USA would be ready to respect the revolutionary 
development in Ethiopia and grant aid to Ethiopia if its neutrality was guaranteed. They would 
perhaps be willing to deliver money and spare parts. 

Problems in the relationship Ethiopia-USA were not the fault of the Carter Administration but 
ofits predecessor (for example non-compliance with weapons and material deliveries). 

The United States' main concern was Soviet and Cuban presence. The United States would 
not support Somalia as long as Ethiopia was operating on its own territory. 

Mengistu explained to the USA envoy: It was his right to ask for advisers to come to 
._. .... u.nn. and as long as necessary. The Carter administration was to blame for 

ofthe He the 



At the request of the Cuban comrades, Mengistu spoke publicly about the presence of Soviet 
and Cuban advisers. Nevertheless, the press continually claims that Ethiopia is still fighting by 
itself Reason for this unclear. 

With respect to the "Red terror", Comrade Vivo mentioned this to Mengistu. Now there is a 
positive change There is talk of "revolutionary legality". 
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